CHAPTER   XIX. THE   ASSAY   OF   GOLD   ORES.
Introduction.—The assay of gold ores was probably practised by the Bomans,1 and was elaborated in the Middle Ages. The German assayers had already reached a fair degree of proficiency in the year 1500. Since then the progress in the art has been comparatively moderate.
The assay of gold ores is almost universally conducted in the dry way —i.e., by furnace methods. Exceptions will be noted later. The plan of operation is to concentrate the precious metal in a button of lead either (1) By fusion in a crucible ; or, more rarely, (2) By scorification. The button of lead obtained by either method is then subjected to cupellation, by which the lead is oxidised and removed, and the resulting bead of precious metal is weighed. In these operations silver and the metals of the platinum group remain with the gold, and are subsequently separated by inquartation and 'parting, and, in the case of platinum and its allies, by further special methods.
The exact method to be used in any particular.case varies with the composition of the ore. As a general rule, gold ores are better assayed by the fusion process, so that a comparatively large quantity of material may be operated on. Very rich ores may be assayed by scorifi cation, the errors arising from the small amount of material used in the process being less important in their case.
The assay by scorification was preferred to pot-fusion by the German assayers of the 16th century. When fusion in a crucible was recommended, it was only as a preliminary to scorification.2 Agricola and Ercker describe many of the methods and precautions given in this chapter, such, for instance, as the treatment of cupriferous ores with nitric acid, the use of a salt cover in the crucible, and of " proof-Centners," which correspond to assay-tons. Ercker also mentions the forerunner of the buck-board, and instances assay-offices in which 200 assays of ores were made in a week.
Sampling the Ore and Preparation of the Sample for Assay.—The value of an assay depends largely on the care with which a sample of the ore is selected. Sampling should be, as far as possible, automatic, and independent of the will or judgment of the assayer. The sampling of ore in place in mines is described in books on mining.3 The taking of running samples is referred to in the section on stamp mill practice (see p. 176).
1  See Hoover's translation of Agricola, 1912, p. 219, note 1.
2  Agricola,  De Re Metallica, Basle,  1556,  lib.  vii.    For an account of the Probier-buchlein, published in Germany between 1510 and 1556, see Hoover's Agricola, appendix B, p. 612; they are the earliest treatises on assaying known to exist.    See also Broker, Atterfur-nemisten Mineralischen Eerzt u. Bergwerks Arten, Frankfort, 1580, Book i., chap. 10; and Book ii., chap. 8.   Laws of Nature in Assaying Metals, by Sir John Pettus, London, 1686, is a translation of Ercker's work.
3  The Sampling and Estimation of Ore in a, Mine, by T. A. Rickard, New York, 1904. See also remarks by Cordner-James,  Trans. Inst. Mng. and Met., 1902,   IO,  152;   and M. H. Burnham, Trans. Inst. Mng. and Met., 1901, 10, 204; also Oharleton, ibid., 1901, 9, 203- 231, containing a bibliography on p. 225.

